
0. OVERALL OUTLINE 
THE IDEA: Bring out the magic of OLY and SBM through community story sharing 
 
KEY WORDS/METHODS: fireside, verbatim theatre, rhythm, poetry, surreal, whimsical, 
alternate reality, listening to the voices of spaces and objects, gathering around to share  
 
REFERENCES: oral storytelling, Stranger Things, Welcome to Nightvale (podcast), War of 
the Worlds radio, fireside chats (campfire storytelling and a radio thing), Neverwhere… 
 
STORY OUTLINE:  

1. The Fire Side (a parallel reality of SBM where the spirit of fireside storytelling 
transforms the ordinary into extraordinary, the place where things happen) has 
started leaking out into the real world. Why? Because “No events take place here. 
Nothing has changed.” But something is happening in Shepherd’s Bush: a gathering, 
a festival. 

2. The Fire Side bleeds into the real world in the form of objects and stories. Everyday 
objects and stories that, in this context, feel curious, even spectacular.  

3. At the opening on June 1st, the voices of The Fire Side start to sense there’s a lot of 
activity going on and so realize they have made contact with the real world. They are 
interested and want to hear more from the real world. The objects collect stories from 
people in the real world e.g. festival-goers and more market-goers.  

4. Throughout the festival week, other Fire Side objects and voices appear in the 
market. The Fire Side realizes that actually, the real world has a lot of interest and 
importance. They propose a time to meet people from the real world and continue to 
share stories.  

5. “Fireside” gathering where the two worlds meet, overlap, seen and heard together on 
June 8th. Bring out the magic by coming together. (And see the potential of using the 
OLY as a storytelling space).  

 
 
 
 
 
 



1. PRINT-BASED ASSETS  
  
1) Made on The Fire Side stickers 
  

  
  
  
TEXT: Made on The Fire Side 
(Stickers for branding the various objects) 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
2) Take-away Flyers  AND Big ‘Recommended’ Sign 

  
TEXT: 
  
KOKO’S SPECIAL 
Pad Kraprow Gai 
  
Stir up your taste buds and fry your inhibitions as you 
journey through the streets of Thailand with Koko’s 
best-selling dish—chicken mince with a fresh hot chili, 
garlic, beans and basil leaves—the pride of The Fire Side. 
  
Why wait for summer when you’ve got this hotspot! 
  
Order now and get a free ticket to The Fire Side Gathering! 
Offer valid for a limited period only! 

  
  
  
 TEXT: 
 A HOTSPOT! 
 Five Star Fire Side Foodie rating! 
  
 *Recommended by members of the Market Office. 
  
  
  



3) Wedding Uninvitation 
  

  
  
TEXT : You are cordially not invited to any weddings, 
events or gatherings. Do not save the date. 
(Maybe go a little curly script on this one?) 
  
Dress code for all guests on the actual event list: Orange of 
course! 
Hot Tip: Drop by Mr. Singh’s Haberdashery, he might be 
able to help you out . . . or in. 
  
  
  
  

  
  
4) Tickets 
(Hand some orange ribbons/bands/pins out for people as an alternative to the entry ticket?”) 

  
TEXT: 
Gather around The Fire Side. 
6 June, 6pm 
  
(needed to get past the orange door for the final event? Should 
hand it to shops that are points of interactions) 
  
  

  
  
5) Bus Stop 

  
  
  
  
TEXT: 
  
THE BUZZ STATION  
  
The Fire Side 
In parallel to Shepherd’s Bush Market 
  
(In the grid let’s maybe list the shop/arch/stall numbers where we have dropped 
big orange objects, this can be our map of sorts) 
  
  
  



  
6) Warning Sign 

  
  
TEXT: 
BE AWARE 
“These shops are not going anywhere” 
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
7) Currency 

  
  
  
TEXT: “I only know how to take your 
money!” 
  
*Valid for trading Comm-oddities on The 
Fire Side 
  
 

  
8) Luck 

  
  
TEXT : “I tell you one thing guys, 
always have trust on your luck” – A 
modernique take on life. SOLVE 
AND GAIN FREE ACCESS TO 
The Fire Side Gathering! 
  
(Is this a little puzzle? Who can 
make one up? Could it just be that 
they have to circle the shop 
number of modernique? Or scratch 
off to reveal a story line) 
  
  

  
  
  

  



  
9) Missing Object Posters 

  
  

  
TEXT: Have you seen me? / Have you seen us? 
(Include images of our key items – filing cabinet, post box and 
door) 

  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



2. KEY OBJECTS / INTERACTIONS  
  
  
1) FILING CABINET 
  

  
  
  

  
TEXT: (Do we label the various 
drawers?) 
  
**Fill drawers with flyers, oranges, 
etc. 
  
AUDIO: (Do different drawers play 
different things?) 
  

  
  
 

 2) TALKING POST BOX 
  
TEXT: 
  
Date: (insert festival dates) 
Collection Time: 26th Train (decide time we will be able to receive call- 
how many trains pass SBM?) 
  
**make cards for people to write down their own stories about SBM and 
put in the post box 
  
AUDIO: (see radio script below) 
  
Dear Listener, you may voice your mail on this line. 
  
**Can make an Out of Order sign for this, to redirect audience to radio 
audios online after the opening event 

  
3) DOOR 

  
  
(A sign on the door) TEXT:  “This is a market, 
that’s all”/ Orange you curious?  



  
  
  
  
  
  
  
TEXT: All-Come to The Fire Side! 
(An orange doormat) 
*This one is lower priority 
  
  
  
  

 
  
  
TEXT: 
  
Side 1: “I am busy” / “Interesting? I have nothing interesting” 
Side 2: “ You have to come there, it’s a better life there” 
  
(A two-sided do not disturb style hanger for the door- that we 
can flip over the course of the event) 
  
  
  

  
 
POTENTIAL DOORBELL AUDIO:  (Should this be a doorbell kind of thing lol? Or is Jake 
singing this at the door haha?) 
  
  

Hello from the Fire Sideeeeeee! 
You must've seen a thousand signs 

That tell you a story 
Of everything that we've done 

Now we call you over 
Come and gather 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  



3. OTHER OBJECTS 
  
1) “Box Office” (literally a cardboard box painted orange with a “BOX OFFICE” sign on or 
near it, to be filled with flyers/tickets) 

  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) Chair for Koko’s restaurant 
  

 

  
  
  
 
 
 
 
  



4. MARKETING  
  
  
1) Main cryptic flyer 
  
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
 
 6 PM. 6 JUNE. OLD LAUNDRY YARD, SHEPHERD’S BUSH MARKET 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
  



5. RADIO SCRIPT  
SATURDAY: OPENING 
 
(radio jingle, crackling on) 
 
Welcome back, listeners, this is your home for all things Fire Side. 
 
It’s been two trains since my last broadcast. 
And this is to remind you once again: 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
 
“Every day is just like the other day” here on The Fire Side. 
 
Heavy traffic measured by the Butcher’s Meat and Greet but there’s still plenty of fish in the 
sea today so there shouldn’t be any delays. Mild congestions reported at the Grocers. But 
other than that “It’s quiet”. 
 
Let’s take you out with a message from one of our local sponsors: 
  
Stir up your taste buds and fry your inhibitions as you journey through the streets of Thailand 
with Koko’s best selling dish—chicken mince with fresh hot chili, garlic, beans and basil 
leaves—the pride of The Fire Side. 
  
Head on over to ARCH # to check that out. 
  
And hey, don’t forget, if anyone asks 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
  
(jingle) 
 
---------- 
 
Coming back to our friends on The Fire Side. Sun signs or sunshine, we’ve always got time 
for the #1 song on the FieryHot 100. 
 
Hello from the Fire Sideeeeeee! 
You must've seen a thousand signs 
That tell you a story 
Of everything that we've done 
Now we call you over 
Come and gather  (sorry but this doesn’t rhyme and can’t be sung like the original? I hope 
you know this is a spoof/parody of Adele’s Hello and if that’s an issue we need to remove it 
and write our own song or something) 
 
 



Whoo she’s on fire! 
 
This just in, an announcement from the Market Office: Dear customer who landed their 
shopping cart atop Arch 23 1/2, the management would like to check on you, make sure 
you’re doing okay? Kindly stay where you are, members of the Market Office will come find 
you. Thank you. 
 
And now for the forecast: Temperatures are skyrocketing here on The Fire Side. You can 
almost taste the orange in the sky. The flocks have migrated – and seem to be headed 
towards their seasonal pit stop for the famously fresh and fabulous falafel. As we know, they 
are the harbingers of summer. Sounds like a good time to air your dirty laundry. 
 
(static) 
 
We appear to be experiencing some interference. We apologize for the interruption. Oh 
would you look at that, dozens of messages coming through, the clotheslines are abuzz! 
Reports of several missing objects coming in. It says here, they dropped right through. Right 
through to where? Alright folks nothing to worry about. We’ll update you as soon as we know 
more. 
 
We now return to our regular program. 
 
Joining us on the sofas today we have a modernique man with a modernique mind. Sir what 
message would you like to share with our listeners today? 
 
“I learnt one thing in my life, if you do everything step by step, you will gain success. You’ll 
find true friends through your good good customers. I tell you one thing guys, always have 
trust on your luck” 
 
(static) 
 
Seems we are picking up more interference. Don’t worry, folks, we’ve got our best team 
looking into it. And now it’s time for our daily dose of MICHAEL JACKSON. You know the 
drill! Put on them dancing shoes and do the Moonwalkman down the aisle! (PLAY MUSIC: 
Get copyright?) 
 
BREAKING NEWS: The bespectacled man in the NASA hoodie within the containers has 
identified the source of the interference. There’s been a leak. And it cannot be contained. 
But do not panic. I repeat do not panic. We’ve just made contact with the Shepherds by the 
Yard. It’s been confirmed. There is life beyond the Fire Side, and they can hear us. It’s a 
small step for our bodies but a great leap for our minds. 
 

To anyone who may be joining us from the Fire Side or beyond, this is RADIO NAME, your 
home for all things Fire Side. Usually we’d say “No events take place here. Nothing has 
changed,” but it seems that today, something is stirring. If anyone has any information, call in 
on PHONE # or get in touch online with #ontheFireSide. 



 
[live calling in] 
 
On that note it’s time to sign off for the day. 
Until next time, my old and new fellow fireside friends, please enjoy the festivities! 
Just remember: “No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
 
---- 
 
SUNDAY 
 
[radio hosts chatting to each other: reflecting on what just happened] 
 
[fortune teller] 
  
MONDAY 
 
[chatting to each other: if you’ve been listening in, you’ve heard some of our stories, now 
let’s hear yours] 
 
[interviews] 
 
[fabric and sourcing materials] 
  
 
TUESDAY 
 
[chatting to each other: come up with the idea to meet] 
  
And now, an excerpt from upcoming theatre production, THE FIRE SIDE: 
  
We approached a gentleman in a clothing store and he said “follow me, I will take you to the 
right person”. He led us into a furniture store and there was a man at the end sitting behind a 
desk. He asked us to take a seat and offered us water. 
  
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” he says. 
  
That’s an epic mystery based right here on The Fire Side. Be sure to check it out. Premieres 
this Thursday, get your tickets at the Box Office, ARCH #. 
  
  
WEDNESDAY 
 
[interviews] 
 
  



THURSDAY 
 
To all our dear friends listening from behind the glass, from a parallel universe, do know that 
everyone is welcome to gather here on The Fire Side where things are only as quiet as our 
imagination.  
 
[comment on the door] 
 
FRIDAY 
 
[things starting to break down a bit? Radio show about to fall through to the other side?] 
 
 
SATURDAY 
 
[live show script...] 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5b. RADIO SCRIPT TO ADD 
● Advertisement for Emporium 
● Add rock thing 
● Work in Saccadius Cartwright storyteller character  

○ *****Saccadius is the normal radio host but he has gone missing, so until the 
last part of the performance, radio show is led by two randos assistants 
(maybe an opportunistic person and a disinteresed person) 

○ Maybe Saccadius pulled out of TFS, then “lost” / getting used to real world 
(bring in person going to market for first time vibes) then trading stories to 
learn more about everyone 

○ From Yomi’s site re. Saccadius 
http://bzm.6e6.myftpupload.com/2016/05/20/are-we-there-yet-no-saccadius-n
ot-quite/ 

■ Alchemist, scientist 
■ Alter ego, multiple personality thing 

● Other characters to work in: 
○ Postbox and confused postman from the real world 
○ Story fairy (??) 

● End of week in sat 8th...radio show / world is breaking down, leaking out too much, 
chaotic so that’s what brings out people and Saccadius on 8th 

● Work from categories? For example... 
○ Community and family 
○ Future of the market 
○ History of the market 
○ Times / day to day 
○ Random stuff / whimsical stories / characters 

● Other bits from transcriptions (see highlights especially) 
 
 “Don't see above, see below, people who don't have eyes.” + others from newer 
transcriptions 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

http://bzm.6e6.myftpupload.com/2016/05/20/are-we-there-yet-no-saccadius-not-quite/
http://bzm.6e6.myftpupload.com/2016/05/20/are-we-there-yet-no-saccadius-not-quite/


6. OPENING DAY DESIGN 
● Speaking hero object that at some point also allows people to call in 
● Radio show audio released 
● Radio set inside container? Really simple – table, folding chairs, headphones and 

recorder. Fake sound board if we have one. Could secretly pull some people in to the 
container to be interviewed about the opening event. / Just script this entirely ahead 
of time. 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
  
  



7. FINAL GATHERING SCRIPT  
  
(not a resolution but the point of change and lead in to the emporium: curiosity → engage → 
PART OF SOMETHING → magical → ) 

● 10 people think differently” the same fabric can be turned into different patterns 
● trains → stories as bridges 
● lead in to emporium 
● History / backstory of The Fire Side // describe the relationship between The Fire 

Side and SB 
● describing us and others interacting with the space 
● noticing the space 
● space to improv in new stories 
● invitation to share / add voices, help bring out the magic (but not a savior thing) 
● nothing has changed / will change 
● poem that can be read forwards and backwards? 
● History of storytelling around fires 

Saccadius worked/works for the department of advancing science in the clockwork world 
story. He is gregarious, eccentric and (potentially) heard voices from his experiments in 
parallel worlds and artificial intelligence... and he's Victorian. And a little mad.  

I can play him visiting this reality and working on the radio to blend in... or be an alternate 
version that needs to get to the other 'real ' realm. 

 

LEVEL 1 (short lines: verbatim + weird fireside catchphrases, something to grab attention to 
lead through the market [hearing voices, history of market → ) 

 

 

LEVEL 2 (--> concept of fireside storytelling, just enough of the logic of the fireside, then 
commenting on the space [trains, quiet or not, the benches, the orange dust in the air], 
Saccadius explaining his presence just enough, maybe interacting with objects or going into 
chest and pulling out “a market poem” or whatever, he reads that, maybe we can script 
ourselves saying lines near the end so it becomes like a surround sound people thing then 
→ ) 

 

 

LEVEL 3 (--> conversation/sharing, end with these shops are not going anywhere and any 
time you see orange…(oranges and postcards on benches)) 



 

 
“It got quiet” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“Every day is just like the other day” 
“It’s not like before.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“This is a market, that's all.” 
 
“We are in a market, it’s different near a market.” 
“Whenever you start something, you’ve got a big dream to do.” 
“Don't see above, see below, people who don't have eyes.” 
 
“Everything takes time” 
 
“Stories please” “Can we have stories?” 
They started asking. 
Everyone has a story to share. 
“You know, in every human being you find something that give you good lessons. And I 
learned a lot of things. Especially in this market.” 
“10 people think differently” 
 
“You have to come there, it’s a better life there.” They said.  
So I help out Mum and Dad every Saturday at the stall. 
“I love the lifestyle here to be honest, I’ve spent my best life here.” 
“I make my living from the market.” 
 
 
“One day is not enough / I could talk to you for days.” 
 
 
“It was so inviting. It feels very homey” 
“I always come here to this shop.” 
“Basically everyone knows each other, so that’s why you feel comfortable. You feel like you 
going there like because all of those people is like your friend, your neighbor.” 
“It’s kinda like you go and talk with your grandma, for example.” 
““Every time I go back to Thailand for holiday, I have to say I really miss being back here. 
But I don’t want to stay here forever.” 
“Momos have a special connection in any occasion or for socializing or for celebrating, it can 
be a perfect food. Since childhood we have grown up with this kind of food. Whether it’s a 
child or elder member in a family, everyone can be involved in the preparation.” 
“I’ve been here for more than 25 years. In the same shop. I’ve got a lot of friends in the 
market, the same trade and other trades as well.” 



“You meet a different type of people at the same time, which is how you know about the 
culture of the other people of other countries.” 
“Every 3,4 years is like coming bad time and good time. It’s a little bit tough. Little bti slow. 
That’s not just the market, I think that’s overall. We just keep carry on. It gets better.” 
“It’s all about family, all about community. All of the support of each other. All of the support 
of the public.” 
“Everything you can find in the market, from A to Z.” 
“This timing is very good. We open half past 8, 9 o’clock and close 6 o’clock. I can give time 
to my family as well.” 
“Sometimes busy, sometimes not.” 
“We just stay in the shop, yeah enjoy ourselves sometimes.” 
“And it’s friendly actually. It’s quite friendly this market is.” 
“I used to see it all in black and white and now I see it in color.” 
“These shops are not going anywhere” 
 
Saturdays to help out Mum and Dad  
  
 To all our dear friends listening from behind the glass, from a parallel universe, do know that 
everyone is welcome to gather here on The Fire Side where things are only as quiet as our 
imagination.  
 
--  
I overheard a shopkeeper animatedly speaking to some customers “They cut my pocket and 
took my money!” 
 
A really friendly woman at the corner-store let Ting have a juice, “pay me later” she told her. 
She seemed really keen to help out. When we asked her for stories we learnt that she's only 
been here 3 days.  
 
“I am busy” says a man, hands in his pockets, staring into space. 
 
A man sits behind arrays of watches. “Interesting? I have nothing interesting.” 
 
“This is a market, that's all.”  
 
A big white van pulled up. Wonder what was being unloaded. 
 
“They recognise me perhaps, but we don’t chat or anything.” - dude with a NASA hoodie and 
glasses hiding away in a container. 
 
A man spotted me hovering in the area, “You must really love this market” he remarked. 
 
Silly students walking around helplessly  “stories please” “can we have stories?” 
 
A mobile phone accessory shop was barricaded with a bunch of camera tripods and a string 
- ‘closed’ 



8. FINAL GATHERING DESIGN  
  

● doorway / entry 
● turning objects into set pieces 
● fabric overhead 
● clothes hanging on lines 
● music / sound speakers around 
● 3 parts spread across 3 times over the course of the day 

 

DISCOVER THE WORLD, INTERACT AS YOU CHOOSE VIBE. DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
VOICES IN DIFFERENT OBJECTS AROUND THE YARD 

SACCADIUS LEADS PEOPLE IN AT 2PM (SEE SCRIPT ABOVE FOR DETAILS) 

A BIT OF TIME FOR FREE POST-PERF. INTERACTION IF PEOPLE WANT (MORE 
SHARING, FEEDBACK, LISTENING TO SPEAKERS MORE) 

END 

 

1. Start as radio set (small things over course of time)  
2. Takeover moment (transformation of set, bringing objects into the OLY, make space 

as magical as possible, timed to music?) 
3. Interacting with audience (led by Saccadius) 

  
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 



OTHER NOTES 

Verbatim lines from interviews... 
“It got quiet” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“Every day is just like the other day” 
“It’s not like before.” 
“No events take place here. Nothing has changed.” 
“This is a market, that's all.” 
 
“We are in a market, it’s different near a market.” 
“Whenever you start something, you’ve got a big dream to do.” 
“Don't see above, see below, people who don't have eyes.” 
 
“Everything takes time” 
 
“Stories please” “Can we have stories?” 
They started asking. 
Everyone has a story to share. 
“You know, in every human being you find something that give you good lessons. And I 
learned a lot of things. Especially in this market.” 
 
“You have to come there, it’s a better life there.” They said.  
So I help out Mum and Dad every Saturday at the stall. 
“I love the lifestyle here to be honest, I’ve spent my best life here.” 
“I always come here to this shop.” 
“It was so inviting. It feels very homey” 
“It’s kinda like you go and talk with your grandma, for example.” 
 
“I make my living from the market.” 
“I’ve been here for more than 25 years. In the same shop. I’ve got a lot of friends in the 
market, the same trade and other trades as well.” 
“You meet a different type of people at the same time, which is how you know about the 
culture of the other people of other countries.” 
“Basically everyone knows each other, so that’s why you feel comfortable. You feel like you 
going there like because all of those people is like your friend, your neighbor.” 
 
“10 people think differently” (fabric story) 
 
“Sometimes busy, sometimes not.” 
“Everything you can find in the market, from A to Z.” 
“Momos have a special connection in any occasion or for socializing or for celebrating, it can 
be a perfect food. Since childhood we have grown up with this kind of food. Whether it’s a 
child or elder member in a family, everyone can be involved in the preparation.” 



“This timing is very good. We open half past 8, 9 o’clock and close 6 o’clock. I can give time 
to my family as well.” 
“We just stay in the shop, yeah enjoy ourselves sometimes.” 
“And it’s friendly actually. It’s quite friendly this market is.” 
 
“Every time I go back to Thailand for holiday, I have to say I really miss being back here. But 
I don’t want to stay here forever.” 
“Every 3,4 years is like coming bad time and good time. It’s a little bit tough. Little bit slow. 
That’s not just the market, I think that’s overall. We just keep carry on. It gets better.” 
“It’s all about family, all about community. All of the support of each other. All of the support 
of the public.” 
“These shops are not going anywhere” 
 
“I used to see it all in black and white and now I see it in color.” 
“One day is not enough. I could talk to you for days.” 
 
 
 
 
Observations to be read as a story??  
I overheard a shopkeeper animatedly speaking to some customers “They cut my pocket and 
took my money!” 
 
A really friendly woman at the corner-store let Ting have a juice, “pay me later” she told her. 
She seemed really keen to help out. When we asked her for stories we learnt that she's only 
been here 3 days.  
 
“I am busy” says a man, hands in his pockets, staring into space. 
 
A man sits behind arrays of watches. “Interesting? I have nothing interesting.” 
 
“This is a market, that's all.”  
 
A big white van pulled up. Wonder what was being unloaded. 
 
“They recognise me perhaps, but we don’t chat or anything.” - dude with a NASA hoodie and 
glasses hiding away in a container. 
 
A man spotted me hovering in the area, “You must really love this market” he remarked. 
 
Silly students walking around helplessly  “stories please” “can we have stories?” 
 
A mobile phone accessory shop was barricaded with a bunch of camera tripods and a string 
- ‘closed’ 
-- 
 



PART 1: BRINGING PEOPLE INTO THE SPACE 

- Verbatim + weird fireside catchphrases (see below) 
- Something to grab attention and lead people through the market 

 

PART 2: START OF THE PERFORMANCE 

- Concept of fireside storytelling, just enough of the logic/magic of the fireside 
- Commenting on the space [trains passing, is it quiet or not, the benches, orange dust 

in the air] 
- TRANSFORMATION MOMENT 
- Telling stories (maybe Saccadius pulls something from the chest… a “poem” 

composed of verbatim lines from the interview? Or cards with stories that we have 
already collected that he can vocally perform?) 

- For verbatim poem options see below, for other transcribed interview stories 
see: Transcriptions, for observations see below 

- Script in a moment when us (RCA students) in audience can add lines to what 
Saccadius is saying so it becomes like a surround sound people thing? 

 

PART 3: INTERACTIVE PART 

- Saccadius encouraging people to speak or write down things to be shared live 
- End: ‘these shops are not going anywhere’ and ‘any time you see orange remember 

the magic of the fire side’ vibe 
- Hopefully transition out to further discussion. Oranges and postcards on benches for 

people to take with them? 
  
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Zi8Db9SJ-boBZhPMvMI62Psnc8ysAe3GjOabaln8T70/edit

